Pavel Haas

Four Songs on Chinese Poetry
(Vier Lieder nach Chinesischer Poesie)
1944 13 min
for bass (baritone) and piano
9790202516904  Voice, Piano (Czech, German, English)
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

Sechs Lieder im Volkston op. 1
(Sest Pisni V Lidovem Tonu)
1919/38 12 min
for soprano (or tenor) and piano
9790202517659  High Voice, Piano (Czech, German, English)
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

Sieben Lieder im Volkston op. 18
(Seven Songs in Folk Style / Sedm Písni V Lidovém Tónu)
1939/40 14 min
for high voice and piano
9790202517673  Voice, Piano
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

Three Chinese Songs op. 4
(Cinske pisne)
1921
for alto and piano
9790202523124  Medium Voice, Piano
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world